
 

How not to write about science

January 15 2016, by Michael J. I. Brown, Monash University

  
 

  

Credit: AI-generated image (disclaimer)

Amid the many calls for scientists to engage with the general public,
there are some who feel that scientists ought to remain aloof and
disconnected from the broader public.

They believe academics shouldn't even attempt to communicate their
research to common folk. And many scientists oblige them, by writing in
a turgid manner that is highly effective at keeping the public (and their
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https://sciencex.com/help/ai-disclaimer/
http://www.theguardian.com/higher-education-network/2015/dec/10/academics-forget-about-public-engagement-stay-in-your-ivory-towers


 

peers) at bay.

So, here are a few of the tricks that scientists use to produce such turgid 
science writing. These methods restrict science to the smallest and most
specialist audience possible.

But writers beware! Stray from these methods and you risk finding an
audience for your writing.

What was done by whom?

You probably already know of journalists' penchant for "who, what,
where, when, why and how". These are the essentials for creating a
captivating story (at least according to journalists). But for scientists who
want to remain in the ivory tower, a good start is dropping the "who."

Hence the passive "it was found that…" rather than the active "I
found…" or "scientists discovered…". Excessive use of such passive
voice can easily drain the agency and sparkle from science writing.

This depopulated style was once the norm in many academic journals
but even bastions of science such as Nature prefer the active voice. No
longer should scientists write themselves out of their own manuscripts.
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https://phys.org/tags/science+writing/
https://phys.org/tags/science/
http://writingcenter.unc.edu/handouts/passive-voice/
http://writingcenter.unc.edu/handouts/passive-voice/
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/cgi-bin/nph-abs_connect?db_key=AST&db_key=PRE&qform=AST&arxiv_sel=astro-ph&arxiv_sel=cond-mat&arxiv_sel=cs&arxiv_sel=gr-qc&arxiv_sel=hep-ex&arxiv_sel=hep-lat&arxiv_sel=hep-ph&arxiv_sel=hep-th&arxiv_sel=math&arxiv_sel=math-ph&arxiv_sel=nlin&arxiv_sel=nucl-ex&arxiv_sel=nucl-th&arxiv_sel=physics&arxiv_sel=quant-ph&arxiv_sel=q-bio&sim_query=YES&ned_query=YES&adsobj_query=YES&aut_logic=OR&obj_logic=OR&author=&object=&start_mon=&start_year=1930&end_mon=&end_year=1931&ttl_logic=OR&title=&txt_logic=OR&text=&nr_to_return=200&start_nr=1&jou_pick=ALL&ref_stems=ApJ&data_and=ALL&group_and=ALL&start_entry_day=&start_entry_mon=&start_entry_year=&end_entry_day=&end_entry_mon=&end_entry_year=&min_score=&sort=SCORE&data_type=SHORT&aut_syn=YES&ttl_syn=YES&txt_syn=YES&aut_wt=1.0&obj_wt=1.0&ttl_wt=0.3&txt_wt=3.0&aut_wgt=YES&obj_wgt=YES&ttl_wgt=YES&txt_wgt=YES&ttl_sco=YES&txt_sco=YES&version=1
http://www.nature.com/authors/author_resources/how_write.html


 

  

But what does it mean? Credit: Supernova Cosmology Project

That said, a few funding agencies and journals still encourage the old
style of science writing. For example, in hundreds of ARC Discovery
Project summaries the word "we" occurs a mere 30 times. I've even seen
guides for students encouraging the use of the passive voice. Nice to see
that universities' devotion to old traditions isn't limited to dull lectures
and silly graduation garments.

What's a picture worth?
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https://rms.arc.gov.au/RMS/Report/Download/Report/a3f6be6e-33f7-4fb5-98a6-7526aaa184cf/5


 

A scientist writing about science may well be forced to use images and
plots. This obviously presents a risk of clear and concise means of
communication. A picture is worth a thousand words? Wrong!

The key to unlocking a science image or plot is often in the caption. I
can show you a plot of supernovae distances and velocities, but if you
are unfamiliar with the plot and its conclusions it may tell you nothing.
It's Nobel Prize-winning significance can remain hidden from view.

A caption can tell you what to look for, warn you about subtleties in the
image, or just tell you what the axes represent. A poorly worded caption
can guarantee that a picture tells far less than a thousand words.
Alternatively, an overly long caption can bury key points in a wall of
text.

And there are even more ways of keeping science out of the limelight
with images and plots. Some scientists choose font sizes, symbols and
colours that don't work well when viewed on a screen. More than a dash
of clutter can stymie insight too. That can reduce the chance that images
are understood by an increasingly small audience.

Language

There are all sorts of ways scientists can hinder communication by
misusing language. Unnecessary jargon and acronyms (UJAA) are an
obvious starting point. Indeed, a recent study found that scientists
committing fraud use more jargon than other scientists, presumably to
obscure true understanding of their "research".

Scientists can also water down the impact of their work with excessively
cautious language. Or perhaps, it is possible they might potentially water
down any likely impact of their preliminary study with language that
could in some circumstances be consistent with excessive caution.
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http://supernova.lbl.gov/union/figures/Union2.1_Hubble_slide.pdf
http://news.stanford.edu/news/2015/november/fraud-science-papers-111615.html


 

Scientists can antagonise their audiences too. Stating something is
"obvious" or "clear" without any quantitative analysis is a good start.
They may even want to ignore their data, so the text doesn't match the
analysis. Scientists may be pleasantly surprised at how often they can get
away with this.

What I did on my science

An incredible labour-saving device is a slavish devotion to chronology.
Some science writers don't organise and synthesise, but just doggedly
follow the time line. You may be familiar with this writing style from
primary school essays, such as the timeless classic "what I did on my
holiday".

The pursuit of science is not particularly linear. There are
methodological dead ends, repeated analyses, new questions and the
random arrival of genuine insights. With the benefit of hindsight, a
researcher would invariably do things differently, but they don't need to
share that hindsight with others.

Rather than summarising methodological dead ends, pages can be
devoted to them, despite their marginal benefit to others. A slavish
devotion to chronology allows scientists to get bogged down in method,
rather than distractions such as motivations and findings.

Scientists can scatter the fundamental questions and key insights
throughout their writing (ideally in the middle of paragraphs), which will
then be overlooked by all but the most dedicated readers.

With these simple techniques scientists can resist the siren call of public
engagement. Interest and insight can be avoided, keeping the public at
arm's length.
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http://undsci.berkeley.edu/lessons/pdfs/how_science_works.pdf


 

Indeed, with sufficient devotion to this turgid and disorganised writing
style, scientists may even keep interest and insight hidden from
themselves.

This article was originally published on The Conversation. Read the 
original article.

Source: The Conversation
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